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Saltdean Lido –
approval to restore it to its former glory

Our Art Deco bus shelters look stunning
The council has recently repainted the three Art Deco style bus
shelters in Old Steine. They are such a stylish presence, and it is
good to see them close to their original condition. They have
been a target for tagging for so long and it is good to see them
without layers of spray-can damage.
They are deservedly listed and, interestingly, the listing
description has had to be changed. English Heritage had thought
that the three shelters on the west side of Old Steine were built
in the 1920s and were tram shelters. However, the Sussex
Industrial Archaeology Society carried out some detailed
research into council documentation and discovered that they
were designed by David Edwards, the Borough Engineer, and
were constructed in the early 1950s replicating the style of the
tram shelter in the Old Steine Gardens further to the south.
The Borough Engineer did a good job and with their fresh coats
of paint they now present a very stylish presence in the
townscape of Old Steine. The only disappointment is that the
glass windows have been replaced with plastic material which
has been permanently damaged by layers of graffiti tagging.

Brighton and Hove planning committee has recently approved a
revised scheme to restore the Art Deco swimming pool buildings
to their original design and to renovate the rear buildings for
office and community use. The scheme should generate a level
of income to ensure a financially viable future. Substantial
financial support has been provided by the National Lottery
Heritage Fund with additional funding for heritage sites from
Brighton and Hove council.
Once work is complete the lido will have:
-

a spacious ballroom and bar
a coffee lounge
an exercise studio
community meeting rooms
a café and heritage rooms
a refurbished library

The Community Interest Company (CIC) which runs the Lido
which has put together this latest scheme should be
congratulated on the immense work they have undertaken
to bring it back from dereliction to what will be a quite stunning
building. It should be remembered that the CIC is a group of
committed volunteers who have given up their time to bring
about this transformation. Our thanks go to them all.
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Soon their environment will radically change when the Valley
Gardens “improvements” reach Old Steine. They will then be in
the centre of a pedestrian area and the buses will be far away on
the other side of the Steine. Currently there does not appear to
be a clear idea of who will occupy the shelters in the future.
So, they are well worth a visit at the moment – pristine shelters
being used for the purpose for which they were built.
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Gasworks campaign update
A planning application is expected in late October or early
November. If approved, this huge urban conglomeration of tall
buildings on the cliff top above the Marina will be as big as, if not
bigger than, any housing development yet approved in the city.
Coalition member groups have continued meeting fortnightly to
formulate a campaign which will be launched as soon as the
planning application is made. The main aim will be to get as
many people as possible to lodge objections. We’re talking
about thousands. And that will include you! Stand by to do your
bit. There won’t be much time as the window for objections is
likely to be no more than 28 days after the application is made.
We are preparing a series of draft objections which individuals
can choose from, to make sure that every objection will be
different in content selection from any other. Each objection will
have to be processed by the planning department.
Residents are being organised into street groups to canvass
objections locally, and local businesses will be approached to
disseminate posters and objection material. A website is being
mooted to inform and co-ordinate the campaign. A campaign on
social media is being prepared.

within the Act to frustrate its primary intention. We have written
to the Office of the Information Commissioner (for a third time) to
complain about the council’s persistent failure to respond
adequately and transparently to our requests.
We are beginning to seriously question whether the FOI
legislation has much relevance to the way public bodies can be
held to account for their actions.
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Sad end to the historic York Building in Pelham Street
The York Building was built in 1884 a time of major changes to
the educational system in Britain. It was one of the first
secondary schools in the country and at the time attracted
numerous visitors with an interest in education from the UK and
abroad who came to view it and the education provision. It was
designed by the renowned local architect Thomas Simpson,
constructed to a high standard, and remained virtually unaltered
throughout its life. We tried to get it listed in 2013 but there was
little sympathy from the council’s planners.

On the positive side, local architects Stickland Wright have
prepared an alternative vision of a low-rise yet high density
development on the site with accommodation arranged in
terraces around generous squares, providing 366 new dwellings.
This has been presented to four senior council officers, including
Nick Hibberd, Executive Director of Economy, Environment &
Culture and Liz Hobden, Director of Planning. It will be made
public soon after the planning application has been lodged,
when we know what the Berkeley Group is actually proposing.
In the background we have been pursuing our Freedom of
Information request to see some of the pre-planning
correspondence between the council and the Berkeley Group
with, so far, a frustrating lack of success. You will recall that we
suspected that the unlawful proposal to extend the Marina Tall
Buildings Area on to the Gasworks site on the cliff top might
have been the subject of discussions between the council and
the developers.
We have lodged three FOI requests, the first one in early
February. It took the council seven months to refuse it on the
grounds of it being too costly. The second was refused as it was
aggregated with eleven other FOI requests made by individual
coalition members, so it was not only termed as being just as
costly but also was regarded as “acting in concert or in
pursuance of a campaign” (!) Not allowed.

York Building, Pelham Street, now demolished

It was tragically condemned over eight years ago when the
planning committee made the decision to specify that the all the
educational buildings on the east side of Pelham Street were to
be demolished as part of a "Reserved Matters" approval for new
buildings for City College (now GBMET).
Why this had to be so specific remains a mystery. Instead, the
application could have stated that the buildings were to be sold
for housing development. In that case, the last eight years could
have included investigations into the viability of converting them.
Many Victorian education buildings have been successfully
converted in Brighton in recent years, the Richmond Terrace
building being an excellent example.
This strange decision in 2013 has meant that any discussions on
whether this part of Brighton could be developed to include
historic local buildings was never allowed to occur. No
discussions whatsoever on the possibility of conversion, nor with
local residents on how they would like to see the area developed.
Very surprising considering that the site lies between two
conservation areas, North Laine to the south and Valley
Gardens to the east.

The third request, which related to 300 of the 862 items of
correspondence we originally asked to see, was also refused for
similar reasons, and also because it was submitted within 60
working days of the previous request.
The principle of the FOI Act is that people have a right to know
about the acti+vities of public authorities, unless there is a good
reason for them not to. The council is using individual clauses

The lack of any consideration of conversion is also a significant
omission in terms of green issues. Our country is supposed to
be planning for a carbon neutral future and yet the planning
system does not seem to have caught up with the construction
industry, which now regards conversion of buildings as an
essential consideration of any development and an important
way to meet zero carbon targets. Embodied energy - the amount
of carbon dioxide generated by new construction materials - is
now seen as a critical element in targets for zero carbon.
And of course, this demolition of so many high-quality buildings
has taken place whilst we have a Green Party administration.
Such a waste of resources and a tragic end to the imposing
buildings that stood on this site.
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Carlton Hill Revisited – three films for Members
Following the disappointing cancellation of our Carlton Hill film
event in May 2020 because of the pandemic, we are relaunching
it on 9th November 2021 as Carlton Hill Revisited.
Three short films linked by place and community, evidencing the
passion with which the vanished neighbourhood of this area has
been remembered and recorded. The significant contributions of
Brighton Society co-founder, Selma Montford, and long-time
member and trustee, Robert Gregory, will be highlighted.
Carlton Hill – The Children of Brighton’s Displaced
Community (Julia Winckler, Ian Hockaday and Selma
Montford).
Hawkers Pick Over Fruit Here (Becky Edmunds). A study of
family, change and loss focused on Circus Street fruit and
vegetable market.
As It Is and As It Was (Ian Hockaday). An edited and reworked
archived slide presentation plus narrative by the late architect,
local historian and Brighton Society Chairman, Robert Gregory.
There will be opportunities for discussion.
When: 7pm on Tuesday 9th November 2021
Where: Friends Meeting House, Ship Street
Free to Brighton Society members.
RSVP to Ninka Willcock, enjawill@gmail.com or 01273 973536
All Covid protocols will be in place at the venue, but please contact Ninka,
as above, should you prefer to access the event through Zoom.

SAVE Britain’s Heritage
We are in contact with this excellent nationally based heritage
organisation. It has scored some recent successes in opposing
unsympathetic development proposals all over the country.
Recent achievements include saving the Victorian
Manchester Engine House from demolition and getting it listed;
saving a Victorian school from demolition in Garway,
Herefordshire; campaigning against the demolition of a 1920s
classically fronted cinema in Stafford and getting the Beatles’
favourite Art Deco style ‘Abbey’ Cinema in Liverpool listed.
The list goes on, but of particular interest for us have been
SAVE’s recent successes in getting proposals for tall buildings,
which would have had detrimental effects on Conservation
Areas (CAs) and Listed Buildings, turned down or withdrawn.
The first of these was in Norwich, where developers withdrew
their High Court action to overturn the Secretary of State’s
refusal of a proposal to redevelop Anglia Square in the centre of
Norwich (including a 20-storey tower block), following a
campaign by The Norwich Society, Historic England, and SAVE
Britain’s Heritage.
Marcus Binney, executive president of SAVE said:
"The acceptance of Robert Jenrick's decision comes at a time
when other Cathedral cities such as Worcester are also
threatened with ugly and unsuitable tall buildings. It reinforces
the message that in historic cities beauty comes first. There
is plenty of well-scaled new housing in the centre of Norwich at
three, four and five storeys to serve as a model.” And: “It is
wrong to propose overbearing blocks of 8, 10 and 12 storeys…
As Historic England have shown… this is a site suitable for 600
houses laid out on a traditional street pattern."
The second success was on London’s Albert Embankment on
the South Bank, where a proposal for two 20-storey tower blocks

behind the Grade II listed former London Fire Brigade HQ was
rejected at a public inquiry following a campaign by local
community group Lambeth Village and the Garden Museum with
support from SAVE Britain’s Heritage.
The Norwich development has many parallels with the Berkeley
Group’s proposals for a high-rise urban conglomeration of large
buildings for the Gasworks site here in Brighton. We don’t have
a cathedral but do have the Grade 1 Listed Kemp Town Estate
just to the west, and other important listed buildings close by not to mention our seafront heritage areas of the Kemp Town
and Kingscliffe CAs, at the eastern end of which would be this
Gasworks development, appallingly out of scale and character.
It’s frankly unbelievable that our council could even contemplate,
let alone encourage, such an appalling proposal.
It’s interesting too that at Norwich proposals were made by the
campaigners for a low-rise alternative, and that Marcus Binney
drew attention to the abundance of well-scaled new housing in
Norwich at three, four and five storeys to serve as a model. All
this is so relevant to Brighton too, as is his statement that “in
historic cities beauty comes first”.
We have had discussions with Ben Oakley, SAVE’s
Conservation Officer. He knows Brighton well and is very aware
of the threats to our urban heritage that the Gasworks
development could represent. However, he suggested that
SAVE could only consider whether or not to support our
campaign once the planning application has been made and we
can see the extent of the likely damage to our heritage assets.
The latest city to attract the attention of SAVE Britain’s Heritage
is Canterbury. A new SAVE publication, Canterbury Take
Care! (£14.99 from www.savebritainsheritage.org/publications)
concludes that the council is in danger of eroding the city’s
beauty and history by allowing an increasing number of ugly and
outsized developments within, or adjacent to, its historic core,
still enclosed within its medieval walls. To quote one contributor,
Ptolemy Dean: “The layout of large new areas is now being left
to the building speculators whose profits are determined by the
extent that they can reduce their investment on additional roads,
open spaces or higher quality architecture. The local authority,
with reduced staffing, now finds itself in a ‘reactive’ position to
whatever is offered to it, with the looming threat of costly
planning appeals if consents are withheld … yet it is being
overwhelmed by cavalier new development that increasingly
intrudes upon the integrity of its historic centre.”
Again, there are so many parallels with Brighton. We could do
with a similar publication here.
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Madness in Cartoon City
We live in a small seaside city that seems to be obsessed with
the idea of itself as a coastal artistic hub. Yet it cannot even
boast a purpose-built art gallery. Its art space, apart from a niche
university type and Fabrica, which has a limited number of
shows a year, is mostly to be found on the street. The
impression formed in the media and by some council members
is that many in the city welcome street art, however substandard

and derivative it might be.
The council seems to be of the view that everything other than
tags is street art. It needs to make this clear in its much selflauded graffiti strategy which up to now has been an unmitigated
failure. You only have to walk around the streets of the city to
realise this, and no amount of photo opportunities by the current
leader of the council, waving his high-pressure water hose at the
moronic tags, is going to solve the problem of silly scrawlings
that are fighting for space on our city walls. The acceptance of
Wildstyle is not seen as a problem, yet most film and TV dramas
have, when referencing crime, gangs, drug dealing, murder
or violence, shown it as a backdrop, along with tags. The
council needs to define what is street art and what is not before
it can start to address the graffiti problem.

Should we be considering the demolition of the historic
terraces…?’ The UoB study itself had mentioned slavery wealth
‘congealed in the city’s brick and flint’.

Furthermore, we are desperately in need of an administration
that has an overall understanding of the consequences of a freefor-all with regards to street art. We need a council that brings
businesses and the community together to rid the streets of the
excesses of graffiti. We need a council that takes action.

A year ago, I outlined the danger of invoking a mythical version
of Georgian Brighton that ignored the ordinary citizens who lived
here. “Brighton was an abolition town” was its opening line.
Strange then, that a year on from Platts and Appich’s comments
and the BLM protests, Gill Scott – a researcher for the UoB
study – made the following statement to an online symposium.
When asked a question by historian Peter Crowhurst she stated:
'I would not subscribe to the view that Brighton was built on
slave wealth or slave derived wealth - nobody here [UoB] has
made that claim…I don’t know why Nancy said what she said…'

Not all graffiti is bad; murals are welcome if they are of a high
standard and contextually relevant. However, in recent years
there has been a proliferation of cartoon murals on houses.
Interestingly, some are properties to let, owned by landlords with
no stakehold in the street except as an investment.
With a council that obviously thinks that the classic black and
white zebra crossing is dull and needs to be more
Brightonesque (see photo) there is little hope. Of all the recent
street markings in the city this has got to be the most idiotic. A
consequence is that there have been several near misses
involving pedestrians who think it’s a crossing and drivers who
think it’s just a bit of road art.

It is true that, for centuries, huge amounts of slave-derived
wealth flowed into Britain. For decades, debates have ensued
over what proportion of Britain’s economic fortunes were
underpinned by slavery-derived wealth. As Historic England
point out in The transatlantic slave economy and England’s built
environment (2020), it is not possible to say that the nation’s
industrial development was built on the proceeds of slavery. In
the case of Brighton’s past (notable for not being a slave-port,
mercantile centre or a factory town), it is more likely that it
benefited from slavery-derived money as wealthy tourists visited.

An extraordinary admission. Despite the fact that council figures
and BLM activists (many in both camps), had cited the UoB
research with the precise aim of having us all ‘subscribe to the
view’, neither Scott nor her colleagues Rupprecht or Bergin had
made any effort across the year to correct the claim. Had
political expediency over-ruled the truth? Certainly, Gill Scott
had seen the BLM moment of mid-summer 2020 as an exciting
uprising. Speaking to Sussex Live that July she described the
‘enormous amount of rage being channelled’, revealing ‘a legacy
of deep racism’ manifesting itself in a new movement… ‘Moves
to really challenge that and harness the turbulence created by
the coronavirus lockdown will be welcome’.
Feeding hungry cohorts of city councillors and BLM activists with
the historical ‘research’ needed to bolster the actions they are
determined to take anyway demands, perhaps, a pinch of
cognitive dissonance now and then (I might add that Scott also
told Sussex Live that ‘Brighton was an abolition town’).

This obsession with street art may well continue as the council
sees it as a means of attracting tourism and revenue. Perhaps it
will suggest a more colourful re-paint of that dull old Royal
Pavilion next, to bring in even more out-of-town punters. AG w

Brighton was not built on slave wealth:
The University of Brighton activist’s U-turn
Newsletter readers may recall that our October issue contained
a piece titled The transatlantic slave trade: our city, its heritage
and its people. In it I reflected on how, just four months earlier,
council leaders had suggested the city was built on profits
derived from the slave trade. A 2019 news article, Tracing
Brighton's forgotten slave-owners, (posted on the UoB website)
which summarised an academic study had caught the eye of
Nancy Platts (then our council leader). In June 2020, from the
pages of the Argus, she proclaimed ‘…many of the city’s
buildings exist because of that brutal trade’. In another Argus
piece, Councillor Carmen Appich added, ‘We must recognise
that, as a Georgian town, our wealth and comfort is built on the
sugar trade and enslavement’.
For many who joined the BLM march (just days after the Platts/
Appich pronouncements) Brighton was, as one teenager put it,
“literally” built brick by brick on slave trade money. The council’s
new action-plan included the formation of a commemorative
items removal committee. The July 2020 issue of the Regency
Town House newsletter asked ‘Where is the logical endpoint?...

Back at the UoB symposium, Peter Crowhurst was informed by
Anita Rupprecht that he was quite mistaken. There was, she
said, no myth around Brighton being built on slavery ‘unless we
pull it out of a hat here’. Peter wanted to debate with the
assembled academics but it is a sad sign of the times that
scholars recruited into culture-wars regard certain discussions
as, well, unhelpful. Scott had much to say on those she saw as
engaged in ‘mining the past for proof of the town’s innocence’.
Depressing.
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The new Shelter Hall – a successful development

It is good to congratulate the council on a successful
development. The new building at the bottom of West Street has
been a very popular venue all summer and the standard of
construction is excellent. The brickwork finish is particularly good
and a joy to see the Neptune figureheads return to the arches.
With autumn, the crowds on the seafront will be diminishing, so
a
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good time to have a trip to admire the building.
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